Housing and time plate: Polyester, natural.
Contacts: Phosphor bronze.
Shells: Carbon steel.
RoP: G-plate, stainless steel.
Retention leg: Brass.
Shell: 3.00um Ni-Nickel, over 1.27um Cu-Copper.
Retention leg: 2.00um Sn-Tin, over 1.0um Ni-Nickel.
Contacts: 0.7um Ni-Gold for a length of 0.80um from mating end.
2.04um Sn-Tin for a length of 2.70um from Opposite end, both over 1.27um Ni-Nickel.
Contacts 101, 102, 149, 150, 151, 152, 199, and 200 are sequenced toward mating face as shown. All others are sequenced in a staggered pattern.
Datums and basic dimensions established by customer.
Date code may be marked on either end.